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On the Local Norm Map for Abelian Varieties 
with Good Ordinary Reduction 
JOHN W. JONES 
In [a], Mazur studied the cokernel of the norm mapping on an abelian 
variety A over a finite extension K of Q,,. with good ordinary reduction 
modulo the prime over p. The question of primary interest was to calculate 
A(K)iNA(L) where NA(L) is the group of universal norms coming from a 
r-extension L/K (i.e., Gal( L/K) = r 2 Z,, ). For the unramilied I--extension. 
he shows that this quotient is trivial. For a totally ramified r-extension, 
Mazur was able to give an upper bound for the order of this group to show 
that it is finite. His calculation gives the exact sequence 
.4^(1’,);:Ni(I’, ) + A(K)I’NA(L) 4 A(k),!NA(I) + 0, (1) 
where 2 is the formal group for A, P,. and c’, are the rings of integers of 
L and K, and h- and I are the residue fields of K and L. Lubin and 
Rosen [l] greatly simplified Mazur’s proof that A^(C,),‘Na(C, ) is finite. 
In the case where K/Q,, is unramilied, Mazur showed that (I ) is a short 
exact sequence. Then in [3], Schneider using equivariant cohomology 
calculated the order of A(K)INA(L). Then by counting, one could see that 
(I ) was a short exact sequence. 
In this paper we give an alternative proof that the first map in (1 ) is 
injective which is in the spirit of Lubin and Rosen in that it is short and 
uses nothing more sophisticated than Galois cohomology. 
I. A COHOMOLWICAL LEMMA 
We will be using cohomology with continuous cochains for I’. Let I-,, be 
the subgroup of f of index p”. Let 1% be a topological generator of r and 
set N,, = I + 7 + + yP” ‘_ If A4 is a I-module, set NM = 17 N,, M. 
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The group fi’(G, M) is the Tate cohomology group if G is finite. We 
also use fi”(r, M) to denote M’ module NM (its universal norms for P ). 
Our main tool will be the following lemma which summarizes some basic 
facts of Galois cohomology. We include a proof for the convenience: of the 
reader. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M hc u I%wdul~~. 
1. [f‘H’(f. M) is,finite, then the groups H’(c!r,,, MitJ)z H’(f, M) 
,fiv large II. 
2. !f‘I?“(r, M) is finite, then thr groups l?‘(/~f,,, M’;l) 2 fi”(r. M) 
jar /urge n and H ‘( r, M ) = 0. 
Proof: For the first part, simply note that 
H'(T, M)= linJ H'(/;'l-,,. Mr;J). 
The connecting maps are inflation maps. hence injective (by the inflation- 
restriction exact sequence). Hence, if H'(T, M) is finite, the groups in the 
direct limit stabilize for large tz to H ‘(r, M). 
Similarly, by definition 
I?"(r, M)= lim Mr,!N,,Mr't (2) 
The maps in (2) are surjective since N,, + , M'"- I c N,, M';'. Therefore, if the 
inverse limit is finite, then the groups stabilize and are isomorphic to 
I?(r, M) for sufficiently large n. 
For the final part, we repeat the proof that if M is finite, then 
H’( r, M) = 0. Since r/r,, are finite cyclic groups, 
H’(I; M)=lim H’(T,!P,,, M’;l) - 
= lim e’(I-/r - II 1 M”rl) 
2 lim f?“(T/I‘,,, M",) - 
= lim &f“iN Mr'l', -2 8 !/ 
The maps in the final direct limit are induced by multiplication by p on M 
(see 14, p. 1901). Since M'jN,,M'" are finite p-groups of bounded order, 
the direct limit must be trivial. 1 
2. MAIN RESULT 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
O-,a(cih-)iNa(cf,)~A(K);‘NA(L)~A(k)!:NA(I)~O 
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ProqJ The point in question is exactness on the left. From [2, p. 2051, 
we have the exact sequence 
Od((iJ+A(K)+A(k)+O. (3) 
Taking the direct limit up the I.-extension, we get the sequence of 
r-modules 
O-tA(ci,)~A(L)~il(l)~O. (4) 
The long exact sequence in cohomology then gives 
O-tH’(r,A(ci’,,))3H’(I;A(L))-)H’(I’,A(/))--,0. (5) 
The first zero comes from the final zero in (3). For the final zero, note 
that from [ 11 or [2], fiO(K A^((‘, )) is finite. Therefore. by Lemma 1.1, 
H’(T, &))=O. 
Note that the groups in (5) are finite. This can be seen as follows. The 
group H’(E A(L)) is isomorphic to the Pontryagin dual of A’(K)/NA’(L) 
where A’ is the dual abelian variety to A. This follows from Tate duality 
(see [2. Proposition 4.21). Since A’ is isogenous to A it follows that A’ has 
good reduction by a well known theorem of Serre and Tate. Since A has 
ordinary reduction its p-adic Tate module has rank equal to the dimension 
of A. This rank is an isogeny invariant. and so A’ has good ordinary reduc- 
tion It follows that .4’(K)/NA’(L) is finite, and hence, so is H’(I’, A(L)). 
The sequence (I ) shows that 
~O(/;A^((‘,~))~~(“(f-, A(L))-,I?j”(/: A(I))-0 
is exact, and that these are finite groups was shown by [I] or [Z]. 
Applying Lemma 1.1, we see that for sufficiently large II, fi’(r/I’,,, F’!‘) z 
fi’(K I;) for i=O, 1 and where F=A(C’,,). A(L), or A(/). Using the multi- 
plicativity of the Herbrand quotient and sequence (I?), 
I= #H ‘(I; A(L)) 
#H ‘CC @, 1) # H’(K A(I)) 
#H ‘(l-if;,, A(L)‘“) 
# H’([.‘l-,,, A^((‘,-)‘“) #H’(cII;,, A(k)‘“) 
#F?“(f;I;,, k(PL)‘“) #/?“(/-/I-,,, A(/)‘,#) = 
#fij”(/:!f,,, A(L)‘,‘) 
= #fi”(r. A(&)) #li”(l: A(/)) 
#fi”(l: A(L)) 
Hence we are done by counting. a 
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